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ABSTRACT
Lyric Possession: A Dramatization of Italian Tarantism in Song is a one-act creative
project informed by research exploring the formation and evolution of Mediterranean
musical, religious, and cultural identity through the practice of the tarantella. The tarantella is
a musical form woven into the very fabric of the Mediterranean cultural landscape, in song,
dance and folkloric history. The transformation of scholarly perspectives into dramatic
format, recalling traditional Italian folk drama, illuminates the history and cultural relevance
of the tarantella through the lives and songs of its practitioners.
In the Salentine peninsula where magic and religion collide, the ritualistic healing
practice of the tarantella has served as a musical mechanism for dealing with reactions to
socio-cultural issues such as repression of sexual identity, disenfranchisement, poverty and
powerlessness experienced by Southern Italian women for centuries. Believed to have been a
reaction to the venom of the indigenous Italian tarantula or wolf spider, peasant women in the
Salentine peninsula exhibited poisoning-like symptoms and possession by spider spirits cured
only through the performance of the tarantella and through the intercession of St. Paul, the
patron saint of those who perform the tarantella, the tarantists.
The purpose of this study is twofold. First, to examine the musical manifestations of
the Tarantella as informed by its folkloric history, particularly in consideration of gender
marginalization and female power. Second, to create a musical drama that portrays the music
of the tarantella in a dramatic context that will reflect its folkloric history, scholarship by the
anthropological, ethnomusicological and psychological communities in the form of the ritual
itself. The project proposes that the complex, multifaceted history of the tarantella may best
be captured and expressed through practice via a recreation of the ritual in the form of a
musical drama.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Introduction to Tarantism and the Tarantella
Tarantismo, or tarantism is a psychosocial phenomenon, long considered a nervous,
hysterical or convulsive disorder, active from the Middle Ages and documented through the
late 2000s. The movement occurred along the Salentine peninsula along the coast of
Southern Italy (please see figure 1 below) and involved rural peasants, mostly female,
claiming to have been bitten by tarantulas in the field, infected by the venom and
subsequently possessed by spider spirits. Victims suffered symptoms ranging from lethargy,
depression and paralysis to mania, muscle spasms, increased sexual desire and an
uncontrollable urge to dance. Sufferers sought cures from either Catholic clergy, a pilgrimage
to the chapel of St. Paul at Galatina or through a musical exorcism by the ritualistic
performance of the pizzica tarantata (little form of tarantella).
The Salentinian dialect and mainstream Italian language (Italiano puro) contain
several different words to describe the tarantula spider and those affected by tarantism. The
dialect uses la taranta, to describe the Italian tarantula, and also any other poisonous
creature, such as scorpions or vipers. The more widely used Italian term is la taràntola,
specifically referring to the Italian tarantula or indigenous wolf spider. Sufferers of from the
bites of the venomous creatures are referred to as tarantate, (feminine plural) as those bitten
were predominately female, or in the Italian, taràntolate. The term pizzica is derived from
the verb pizzicare, to bite, sting or pinch. The song, form and genre of the pizzica tarantella
reflects its function, to treat the illness resulting from the envenomation from a poisonous
bite.
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There are two species of tarantula spider native to the Apulia region, the Latrodectus
tredecimguttatus, otherwise known as the Mediterranean Black Widow spider and Lycosa, or
wolf spider.1 The Lycosa, a harmless, people-shy creature was traditionally implicated in
witness accounts. The Ladrodectus, which could be a considered a potential candidate, was
“passed over, [although] paradoxically it is armed with a toxic bite capable of indeed causing
the symptoms of tarantism.”2 It is probable that the alignment of the Lycosa with tarantism
mythology is due to the initial pain experienced at the bite site; whereas the Ladrodectus,
despite being the venomous spider, causes symptoms, which take several days to develop.
The biological distinctions are not incidental to performance concerns, as practitioners of the
ritual would don colorful scarves, headdresses and medallions representative of the
characteristics of the spider. In particular, performers would wear the colors of red and black
representative of the Latrodectus tredecimguttatus’s black body with distinctive red spots on
the dorsal abdomen.
Musical Characteristics
There are several types of pizzica that serve different functions within Italian culture.
The pizzica de core or pizzica di cuore (Salentinian/Italian) is the social expression of the
tarantella, usually danced by a man and a woman in a fun and flirtatious fashion. More
traditionally called the pizzica pizzica, it served a social and celebratory function. The pizzica
tarantella, refers to the ritualistic healing dance practiced by tarantate in an effort to exorcise
spider spirits and was the first incarnation of the pizzica genre. The final form is the pizzica
scherma, an aggressive, adversarial dance performed by men. Scherma, literally meaning
fencing, describes the intentions of the dance, to fight or demonstrate strength (usually

2

I.M. Lewis, “The Spider and the Pangolin,” Man 26 (1991): 513.
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stemming from a conflict over a woman), and is danced with the fingers extended to
resemble a sword.
Although these forms differ in their steps, performance venue and function, they can
all be characterized by a quick 3/8 or 6/8 dance meter, melodies that fluctuate between major
and minor modes, improvisatory vocal passages, and a rapidly quickening pace.3 All three
forms were traditionally performed in the ronda, or circle of players and onlookers, which
contributed to its participatory culture and to its mythology. It was believed that during the
practice of the pizzica tarantella, the unbroken circle of participants gave the healing ritual
its power.4 Indeed, the sacred or magical properties of the circle has been subscribed to and
employed in exorcism rituals across many cultures.
In traditional practices of the pizzica tarantella, performing forces vary, depending
on which players were available, but all include the essential tambourine-like folk instrument
the tamburello, or tamorra, responsible for providing the percussive ostinato characterized
by accents on the first and last beat, with more emphasis on the first. See Figure 1 below for
a realization of this rhythmic pattern.

3

Schwant, “Tarantella [tarandla, tarantela, tarantelle].” Grove Music
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/27507?q=tarantella&sea
rch=quick&pos=1&_start=1 (Accessed October 25, 2013).
4

Jerri Daboo, Ritual Rapture and Remorse: A Study of Tarantism and Pizzica in Salento (New York:
Peter Lang), 28
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Musical Example 1: Realization of Tamburello Rhythm5

Notation Key:
T = thumb stroke
B = strike upwards with the back of the fingers
F = strike downwards with the finger tips
The tamburello can be defined as a frame drum, a membranophone with a single skin
head made from animal hide stretched across a curved wooden frame, often bent by heat or
steam, adorned with metal rings (with or without open cut-outs) that create its distinctive
sound.6 Typically, the tamburello was played by the right hand moving in a stroking motion
down the perimeter of the drum while the instrument is moved in a shaking pattern with the
left. Folk musician and author Luigi Chiriatti describes the symbolic vitality of the drum as a
symbol itself, not as just a vehicle for the tarantella rhythm.

The drum is the most important instrument for the musical therapy of the tarantati and
it must be made in a certain way because it represents the synthesis of musical therapy
and is itself a synthesis of symbols. Circle, rattles, and skin must be assembled in a
certain way...The circle represents, in its roundness the universe and the magical-ritual
circle in which the action of the ritual takes place. The rattles, always made of copper,
represent disorder, the irrational, the obscure, the ugly, the discordant, reality that
scratches you and falls on top of you. The rattles scratch, cause disturbance, refuse to
enter into harmony with the other instruments, they are annoying, in dis-cord with the
pre-constituted rhythmic and harmonic order. This is the reason why the new drums
with small, harmonious rattles aren’t appreciated by the old musicians. The skin
represents the constant rhythm, the constant cadenced beat, which serves to reintegrate
the taranta into the order of the things of daily life.7

5

Eric Hines, information gathered during rehearsal process. Tucson, March 28, 2015.

6

Andrea Piccionini, “The Italian Tamburello,” Rhythm Web, March 20, 2015,
http://rhythmweb.com/andrea/.
7

Luigi Chiriatti Morso d’Amore. Viaggio nel Tarantismo Salentino (Lecce: Capone Editore), 27.
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The tamorra is similar to the tamburello in look and function, and is understood to
be native to the Calabrian region. (See fig.2) It is likely that both instruments were utilized in
tarantella, as the ritual became increasingly popular, musicians would travel across regions,
such as from Calabria to Puglia offering their services. Other instrumentation varied from
violin, flute, guitar, accordion, zither, castanets and even bagpipes, whatever instruments
were available.
Defining the characteristics of the vocal style used in tarantella is much more
difficult, as there are not extant materials such as recordings, prior to the early 1960s, when a
resurgence of interest in folk music inspired artists to record and reinterpret traditional music.
As the vocal stylings were generated over the form of a predictable and often well-known
song with many repetitive gestures, the vocal line was largely improvisatory and greatly
varied from singer to singer, shaped by their training, or lack thereof, if the tarantata herself
sang, the singer’s native land and influences. Most tarantellas feature contrasting sections,
oscillating from a section in major modality to one in the minor, and back again. Due to
Apulia’s location, bordering the Adriatic Sea to the East, Ionian Sea to the southeast and the
Strait of Otranto and Gulf of Taranto the south, and the fact that many areas were
predominately seafaring, Moorish influence, particularly the introduction of more exotic
modal systems influenced the construction of these patterns.
During the exorcisms, tarantelle were labeled by their musical characteristics or by
the objects which elicited a reaction, such as cinque tempi (five tempos), the panno verde
(green cloth), or panno rosse (red cloth), the moresca (Moorish) and the spallata (shoulder
shove8). Each of these variations was considered to be “chosen” by the spider and reflected a

8

Daboo, Ritual, rapture and remorse, 134.
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particular mood, for example panno verde often evoked pastoral images of nature, while
panno rosse was more frenetic, passionate and volatile in tempo and character.
Musical Example 2: Basic Tarantella Rhythm

"Italia India": The Salentine Peninsula as Crossroads
Salento, meaning “never-ending silence” or “land between two seas,”9 has long
been considered a crossroads, a Mediterranean passage between the East and the West.
Located on the “boot” or heel of Italy, the Salentine peninsula, includes, most notably, the
towns of Taranto, commonly speculated to be the namesake of the tarantella, Ottranto and
Galatina in the region of Puglia, also known by its Anglicized title of Apulia.
Below is an artistic rendering of Salento including images of the tarantula by the
German Jesuit scholar Athanasius Kircher (1602-1680) who traveled extensively through
the Salentine peninsula. Kircher, having extensive medical and linguistic backgrounds,
documented information of a medical-cultural nature, particularly interested in the
performance of the tarantella as antidote against tarantula venom. Figure 2.1 comes from
Kircher’s publication Magnes sive de arte magnetica (1641) and includes depictions of the
two native species of tarantulas and a partial score of the “tarantula antedote.”

9

Daboo, Ritual, rapture and remorse, 23.
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Figure 1: Map of Modern provinces in Apulia
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Figure 2: Map of Salento, Athanasius Kircher, 164310

10

Athanasius Kircher. Magnes: sive de arte magnetica opus tripartitum. (Rome: Apud lodocum
Kalcovenm), 763.
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The region has been sustained by its agriculture and port holdings for centuries and
has remained sparsely populated and economically depressed. Known for supporting the
ritual of tarantism, the region’s most active practitioners are the rural poor. This has been of
particular interests to anthropologists11 investigating power dynamics among economic
classes and whether the ritual grants the poor a certain amount of power.
The concept of the Salentine lands as a crossroads is reflected in attitudes about the
region that have permeated popular thought and inspired stereotypes for centuries. Early
Jesuits visiting the region on evangelistic missions described the land as “Italia India,12”
suggesting that it was wild, untamed, savage, and pagan and to be viewed as “other”. This is
reinforced in folklore and through the ritualistic practice of the tarantella, as being an exotic
crossroads where religion and magic meet and interact. The tarantella has a long tradition of
musical treatment attracting composers throughout several centuries for its alluring
characteristics and its connection to myth.
Purpose of Study
Although research pertaining to tarantism exists in a variety of disciplines, the
unique perspectives of the tarantate should be further explored and given voice. This
project proposes that the complex, multifaceted history of the tarantella may best be captured
and expressed through practice via a recreation of the ritual in the form of a musical drama..
The guiding thesis for this project is that creative performance approaches can illuminate the

11

12

Debbora Battaglia, Karen Lüdtke and Giovanni Pizza
De Martino, The Land of Remorse: A Study in Southern Italian Tarantism, 4.
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history and cultural relevance of the tarantella, especially, as it reflects attitudes towards
female power and the phenomenon of hysteria.
Review of Literature
A great deal of work has been done to address the biological component of the
phenomenon, identifying the spider or demystifying the “poisonous bite,” by attributing it to
a psychological source. I.M. Lewis, Emeritus Professor of Social Anthropology at the
London School of Economics is one of the most respected authorities on tarantism from a
psychological perspective.
Although Lewis begins his discussion by addressing the poisonous bite and the most
likely perpetrating species, it is incidental to his main interest, the psychiatric result of
tarantism. In “Trance, Possession, Shamanism and Sex,” he discusses the very nature of
trance, its ecstatic nature and its connection to the empowerment of female sexuality and in
some cases, even orgasm. He provides a religious precedent for this, in the figure or St.
Teresa, who entered into a “spiritual marriage” with Christ, describing her experiences as
“unfolding in three stages: ‘union,’ ‘rapture’ and the climactic ‘wound of love.” 13
Lewis’s third article on the subject, “Spirit Possession and Deprivation Cults,” cites
several examples of the ability of possession rituals to have a transformative and empowering
effect on the participatory nature of the role of women in a society. Most notably, he
discusses the Manus of New Guinea and the “spiritual enfranchisement” of women through
participation in the Tandritanitani cult, suggesting, “The mystical power of cursing and

13

21.

I.M. Lewis, “Trance, Possession, Shamanism and Sex,” Anthropology of Consciousness 14 (2003):
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blessing, and the ability to control the sex of children as well as family-planning, were vested
in the matrilineal line. 14
Additionally, among the Melanesians of the southeast Solomon Islands, “although
women are rigorously excluded from the 'greater' religious ceremonies, they have a share in
the offering of the first fruits, and on other occasions become possessed and may divine and
intercede for the sick.”15 This is applicable to the study of tarantism for the fact that the
women’s power may be attributed to not their own prowess or that gained from society, but
from possession. Women may also suffer from possession itself, rather than using it as means
to gain power. Lewis discusses illness as a kind of power, using the Luvale of Western
Zambia as a case study arguing that the women in the community achieved a prominent
status by experiencing possession by their matrilineal ancestors.16 In such case studies Lewis
reports that the behavior of tarantism offers a social benefit: “tarantism offers an inspiring
contrast to mainstream psychiatric treatments that pathologize, segregate, and medicate
individuals who violate behavioral norms.” 17
Ernesto De Martino, renowned Italian anthropologist similarly believed in tarantism’s
ability to resolve conflicts. Working in the Salento region in 1959 with a team of
specialists18, De Martino’s research embraced the methodologies of fieldwork and

14

Lewis, "Spirit Possession and Deprivation Cults," 307.

15

W.G. Ivens, Melanesians of the South-east Solomon Islands (London: Kegan Paul, 1927), 472.

16

C.R. White , Elements in Luvale Beliefs and Rituals (London: Rhodes-Livingstone, 1961),

142.
17

18

Lewis, “Spirit Possession and Deprivation Cults,” 318.

Ernesto De Martino’s team included Diego Carpitella (ethnomusicologist), Angelo Brelich (religious
historian), Giovanni Jervis and Bruno Callieri (psychiatrists), Vittorio Lanternari (anthropologist), Franco Pino
(photographer) and Clara Gallini and Amalia Signorinelli (research students).
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performing folk music in new environments that became fashionable during the 1950s and
1960s. De Martino focused on the relationship between the ritual of the tarantella and the
trance state associated with it. He also examined the religious perspective, particularly the
separation of Catholic rituals from those of agrarian cults practiced in the Mediterranean for
centuries.
In his article, “‘The Spider is Alive’: Reassessing Becker’s Theory of Artistic
Conventions Through Southern Italian Music,” Lee Robert Blackstone describes De
Martino’s particular interest in the involvement association of Saint Paul with tarantism,
which he believes is derived from the passage in the Acts of the Apostles 19 where St. Paul is
bitten by a poisonous viper and experiences a miraculous recovery.20 It appears, through de
Martino’s research, that the involvement of St. Paul in tarantism is not as innocuous and
ambivalent as it may seem in most accounts. St. Paul has not only been attributed with the
ability to “cure” tarantism, but also to cause it:
The Apostle is credited with causing the spirit-spider affliction he cures. On
the one hand, there is the benevolent figure of St Paul, protector and healer of
those bitten by the spider; on the other, there is a punitive St. Paul who sends
the tarantula to bite sinners. There is further identification in the hybrid
figure of St Paul-the-tarantula, or the tarantula-St Paul, which appears in the
course of the exorcising rites where the possessed victim speaks both as the
tarantula and as St Paul. This identification is furthered in the experience of
those women bitten by the spider who may have visions and dream of St
Paul, summoning them to mystical marriage. 21

19

Acts. 28:1-6 (NAB)

20

Lee Robert Blackstone, “‘The Spider is Alive’: Reassessing Becker’s Theory of Artistic
Conventions Through Southern Italian Music,” Symbolic Interaction 32 (2009): 191.
21

Ernesto De Martino, The Land of Remorse: A Study in Southern Italian Tarantism (London: Free
Association Books, 2005), 122.
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Additionally, the concept of mystical marriage by venomous puncture has a counterpart in
resulting in actual marriage, as de Martino’s case studies evidence that tarantism was used as
a vehicle for reinforcing cultural norms of marriage for women.
De Martino’s interviews with the afflicted peasant women, or tarantate, produced
interesting results. Despite the common folk belief that victims’ symptoms stemmed from a
spider bite, he argues that tarantism is caused by a social mechanism. He believed that
tarantism provided an “a mythical-ritual order for settling conflicts and reintegrating
individuals into the group.”22
The efficacy of the treatment of the orgiastic musical and dance rituals largely
depended on the individual’s pathology, whether it be latrodectism, suffering from an actual
bite or tarantism, which provided a framework for the tarantata’s personal crises to be
grafted to and allowing for their public expression in a normative way. De Martino often
refers to the latter as “ritually possessed,” “conforming to a classic or stereotyped image of a
mythical or cultural character, such as “the possessed” and “the spider.”23 “Therefore, on one
side the success would depend on the capacity of the musicians to attune to the psyche of the
tarantate, on the other hand the victims or patients would try to correspond to implicit
expectations of the exorcism’s cultural model.”24
De Martino observed that the manifestations of the initial bite were recurring in
cycles, as victims were “re-bitten” or repeatedly plagued by similar symptoms at various
intervals, corresponding to seasonal changes, aligning with the festival of St. Peter and Paul
22

Ibid., 36.

23

Ibid, 28.

24
Gilbert Rouget, Music and Trance: A Theory of the Relations Between Music and Possession
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press), 26.
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in the early summer, hormonal shifts (such as the onset of puberty, menstruation, menopause
etc.) and traumatic life events.25 In fact, the title of De Martino’s book features a play on
words, as rimorso has a two meanings, “remorse” and “re-bite,” stemming from the verb
mordere, to bite.26 The cyclical nature of their ailments were reflected in their ritualistic
treatment, which de Martino referred to as choreutic cycles, patterns of behavior during the
healing practices. In her notes, De Martino’s translator, Dorothy Zinn describes the term as
originating from the Italian verb coreutica, the art of dance.27 These patterns of movement,
the progression of dissociative trance states and outburst of frenzied dance depended on the
possessing spider or saint’s reactions to certain musical characteristics.
The social conflict associated with tarantism can be broken down along gender lines.
Similarly, performance of the tarantella song and dance is guided by gendered expectation.
To make sense of the gendered nature of tarantism, Tulia Magrini’s publications, namely
Music and Gender Perspectives from the Mediterranean are helpful. They are a good
resource for investigating concepts of gendered ritual, social sanction and punishment. In her
introduction, “Studying Gender in Mediterranean Musical Cultures,” Magrini discusses the
importance of gender and its role in cultivating both community identities and those of the
individuals, as well as providing a framework for their expression. We might understand the
act of possession itself as a struggle with gender identity. Women can free themselves from
social responsibility through the possession experience. While in trance they are not socially

25

De Martino, The Land of Remorse: A Study in Southern Italian Tarantism, 182.
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Ibid., 24.
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Ibid., 29.
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responsible for gender-inappropriate actions or expressions due to the spiritual take-over of
an exterior force. 28
In the context of a male dominated Mediterranean society where the concepts of
“honor and shame” shape social interaction, tarantism and the ritual performance of the
tarantella provides an avenue for women to reconstruct religious history, assigning to
themselves positions of power. Magrini describes Mediterranean society as infused with the
remains of invading populations and maritime migrations. It is a heterogeneous society
shaped by the influence of three large, monotheistic, and most important in the context of this
discussion, patriarchal religions: Judaism, Islam and Christianity. Magrini argues that the
historical construction of the region by the interplay of these influences renders the society
dependent upon enforcing both gender norms and limited participatory practices in regards to
women. Tarantism has close ties to Catholicism, even within the organization of the Catholic
Church tarantism provided women with an opportunity to align themselves, and participate in
a historical religious re-creation.

Karin Van Nieuwkerk provides perspectives on the tension between acceptable
religious practice and “profane” non-religious expression in her book A Trade like Any
Other: Female Singers and Dancers in Egypt. She observes “feminine performance and
religious repentance in Muslim Egypt clearly demonstrates the tension between the 'profane'
activities of singing and dancing in public and the 'sacred' imperative for women to hide

28

Tullia Magrini, ed., Music and Gender: Perspectives from the Mediterranean (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 2003), 68.
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themselves and their bodies in private and secluded places.”29 In a similar way, the tarantella
is a profane musical expression that men believed needed to be controlled by exorcism. By
seeking healing within the confines of the church instead of the wild, sexual and pagan
expressions of the practice of the tarantella, the condition could be dealt with in a way that
preserved gender norms.
Religious associations are elements of tarantism that warrant examination, as they are
important issues in ascertaining honor and shame. In his paper “The Spider is Alive”:
Reassessing Becker’s Theory of Artistic Conventions through Southern Italian Music,” Lee
Robert Blackstone begins with a discussion of religion, “Tarantism as a Stigmatic Cultural
Form.30” While I.M. Lewis and De Martino spoke of the positive social effects as a result of
tarantism rituals, Blackstone sees tarantism as harmful. He claims that the victims of the
spider bites became stigmatized citizens, even after they were “cured” by the performance of
the tarantella. He speaks of the financial burden of the exorcism on the families of the
afflicted, citing the expense of having to hire musicians to perform the musical rite. He
argues that participants acquire a social burden by airing an unseemly condition in a very
public way for all to see. The very practice of the tarantella stigmatizes its practitioners., The
result of this, he argues, is that the pizzica taranta (little form of tarantella) is regarded as
“outsider music for outsider individuals.”31
Blackstone updates research topics previously explored by De Martino by examining
the involvement of the Catholic Church in tarantism. He details that the Council of Trent in
29

Karen Van Nieuwkerk, A Trade Like Any Other: Female Singers and Dancers in Egypt (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1996), 103.
30

Blackstone, “The Spider is Alive,” 191.
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Ibid.,192.
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1545 labeled behavior, such as the expressive dances associated with the Tarantella, as a
form of dissent. 32 In response to the rituals performed in secular avenues by the peasants
themselves, the church introduced the benevolent saintly figure of Saint Paul to bring these
behaviors under church control. It was after this introduction that the tarantati were made to
feel shame and social ostracizing. This was reflected in the music, as Blackstone explains:
“The music of tarantism connoted sorrow and suffering: the drum accompaniment nearly
vanished and the tunes were sung a cappella.”33 Blackstone describes the poor reception that
performances of the tarantella received during the 1970s folk music revival era: “People
would throw stones at the musicians because the music, associated with ‘sufferance and
shame,’ rubbed raw the conditions of southern Italian life.34” It appeared that neither the
ritual, nor its social connotations had been forgotten.
Blackstone’s applies Howard Becker’s theory of artistic conventions to tarantism. He
recognizes that Becker’s assertion that “art is constructed and understood according to
conventions,”35 does not account for historical elements that may continue to be in play, as is
the case for the tarantella. He argues that the tarantella is not only a construction of regional,
Salentinian, culture and history, but also a reflection of the society and conditions of the time.
Blackstone discusses how Neo-tarantism allows new generations to interact with their
history, in particular, with music associated with deviance. He notes that the musical form
and ritual have been transformed, sometimes removed from history and past function and yet
still maintain tradition.
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Turning from the examination of the historical and cultural views of tarantism to the
matter of contemporary performance, the views of Victor Turner are helpful. Turner explores
the value of conveying social traditions, psychological perspectives, gender and power
relations and historical and religious perspectives through dramatic ritual. Investigating the
study of phenomenology is beyond the scope of my project; however, my aim, like Turner's
and like the phenomenologist is to explore the feeling of an experience. Turner evaluates
drama as a means to transfer knowledge and recreate the feeling of lived experience,
claiming “even the best of ethnographic films fail to communicate much of what it means to
be a member of the society filmed.”36
Turner praises drama for its ability to communicate the multifaceted experience of
what it means to be a member of another culture and also for its reflexive properties,
allowing performers to question the cultural understanding and prejudices of the ethnography
and expose flaws in scholarship. He writes, “there is nothing like acting the part of a member
of another culture in a crisis situation characteristic of that culture to detect inauthenticity in
reporting usually made by Westerners and to raise problems undiscussed or unresolved in the
ethnographic narrative.”37
To prove his point that dramatic performance is the ideal medium for learning and
demonstrating ethnographic knowledge, Turner describes an experiment in which he enacted
a Ndembu rite from his own field research with a workshop group. Although the participants
did not have previous experience with the cultural context of the ritual, they immediately
engaged with the emotional themes and developed them even without the actual tools or
36
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“symbols” required for the rite. Each participant was assigned a specific character within the
village and ceremony and was informed of the economic status, gender, history and
established relationships with other characters. Westernized props were substituted for
traditional implements such as a ceremonial sword, and muyombu shrine-tree. Despite the
many seemingly inauthentic substitutions for staging, Turner found that the students did not
find the experience inauthentic or artificial.38
Turner writes that benefit of such an ethnographic performance is that “it draws
attention to cultural subsystems, such as that constituted by witchcraft/divination/
performance of redressive ritual, in a dramatic way… an effective device for revealing the
hidden, perhaps even unconscious levels of action.”39 There are many other benefits, but the
ability to elicit a natural and emotional reaction from both performers and viewers is the most
powerful.
Turner explores the ethnographic dimension of drama in his book “From Ritual to
Theater: The Human Seriousness of Play.”40 He wants participants in the drama, actors and
audience members alike, to explore ethnographic data by recreated performance. Like the
phenomenologists, 41 Turner advocates for learning via sensory experience.
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CHAPTER 2: MUSICAL DRAMA
La Tarantella: Il Exorcismo Musicale di Maria di Nardò

Cast of Characters:
Leader

A soprano, may be doubled by Francesca

Francesca Farina Vignola:

A soprano

Maria di Nardò:

A dancer

La Chitarrista

A guitarist, able to improvise.

La Percussionista

A percussionist, specializing in tambourine

Volunteer

An audience member

Audience

The citizens of Galatina di San Paolo

Scene
Galatina di San Paolo, Italy.

Time
1753
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PREFACE

LEADER
(Enters stage left and directly addresses the audience.)
In a few minutes we will begin staging the ritual and participating in its re-creation. Before
we do, I would like to empower you with a few tools to employ during the drama to help you
engage with the material and associate with our tarantata and her plight. Together, we will
be her voice during the ritual. There will be accompanying slides on the projector to provide
you with cues, vocal lines to sing, lines in Italian to chant and translations of the songs. These
selections were chosen in an effort to provide a framework for the ritual and to be
representative of the various sources of tarantella music: the setting of religiously themed
texts, the appropriation of traditional and popular folk tunes for use in a ritual setting and
music crafted specifically to incite the venom and spider spirits to depart from the tarantata.
Now that you are familiar with the tarantella rhythm, I would like to introduce you to the
traditional dance step.42
(LEADER gestures to stage right, where MARIA enters.
MARIA demonstrates the traditional dance step, Front-BackFront-Back-Side-Side.)
Let’s try that together.
(LEADER walks to center stage and begins to dance the step
alongside MARIA, encouraging the audience to follow suit.
The audience practices their choreography.)
As we are the voices of the tarantata, I will now teach you the patterns of the female laments
as collected and notated by De Martino in his fieldwork. As part of the choreutic musical
cycle, the tarantate would emit a series of characteristic cries. I will specify moments in we
can perform these as a group during the ritual, but please feel free to sing them at any time, if
you feel inspired to do so. Please sing with me, in whatever octave is most comfortable to
you.
(LEADER sings the lament and gestures for the audience to
sing along with her.)
Next are the characteristic series of screams of the tarantate on the syllables [a:e]. I will
demonstrate this vocal technique. Please repeat after me.
(LEADER sings the characteristic [a:e] and the audience
repeats after her.)
Here are some spoken responses that I would like to teach you, as we need to motivate and
inspire our tarantata to dance out the poisonous venom: I will speak the Italian and please
repeat after me.
(LEADER speaks the text line by line slowly and clearly and
the audience repeats after her.)
Balla, Maria
Dance, Maria,
42
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E balla forte
and dance hard
chè la taranta
because the taranta
è viva e non è morte!
is alive and not dead!
Our next task is to define the nature of the tarantula bite that plagues our tarantata. I will
speak the part of the first semi chorus, you will speak the part of the second semi-chorus and
we will speak the chorus together. To practice, I will speak the second semi-chorus and
chorus first. Please repeat after me.
1st semi-chorus: Chine t’ha muzzicata
Who bit you?
nd
2 semi chorus: ‘a tarantula ‘mmelenata
The poisonous tarantula
1st semi chorus: E t’ha muzzecatu le pede?
Did it bite your foot?
2nd semi chorus: E m’ha muzzecatu le pede.
It bit my foot
Chorus: Pede ccu pede se ne vene
Foot by foot it comes
Pede ccu pede se ne va
Foot by foot it goes
La signora tarantulà
The lady tarantula.
(LEADER approaches the audience and gestures for them to
rise to their feet.)
After this particular response, we will all mimic Maria’s actions to rhythmically stomp the
spider with our feet. Remember the steps of the tarantella we practiced in the first section?
Please join me now in practicing them.
(LEADER and the audience practice the traditional tarantella
step, giving weight to their footsteps as if to crush a spider.)
I would also like you all to participate in singing: this piece is called “Mi Pizzica, Mi
Muzzica,” “You pinch me, you bite me!” written specifically in reaction to the spider bite. I
haven’t provided you with the notation, as I’d like you to experience learning by oral
tradition.43Please listen as I sing the line, and then please sing with me twice more, in
whichever octave is most comfortable for you.
(LEADER demonstrates the line, the refrain of the song, sung
on “la”. LEADER gestures for the audience to join her and
they repeat the phrase several times.)
May I have a volunteer to be in charge of our colorful props?
(VOLUNTEER emerges from the audience. LEADER hands
multicolored ribbons to VOLUNTEER, who then returns to
his/her seat.)
I believe we are ready. Please bring an open mind, your imagination and our preparation to
the ritual.

(BLACKOUT)
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ACT I
Scene 1

SETTING:

We are in the small antechamber off the central
courtyard of the FARINA home, a modest two-story
stone structure in the center of Galatina. The room is
sparsely furnished, only containing a table covered in a
deep red cloth and a hand carved wooden bench. On the
table is a crucifix, standing upright, its base covered
with a black cloth. Next to the crucifix is a shallow
wicker basket containing a handful of coins and a small
somewhat rusted tin pail. A sheet is spread across the
floor with large pillar candles around the perimeter,
casting and eerie glow on the dark walls. The audience
is seated in a semi-circle around the stage, representing
a group of onlookers from the community gathered to
observe and participate in the ritual that is to take place.

AT RISE:

MARIA is curled up in a fetal position on the floor, in
the center of the sheet, motionless, except for
occasional abrupt eye movements, as if sleeping. She is
dressed simply, in a brown linen blouse, a flowing midcalf length skirt and is barefoot. Her long curly hair is
uncombed and is splayed out around her head like a
dark, wild halo. MARIA whimpers softly. LA
PERCUSSIONISTA, LA CHITARRISTA and
FRANCESCA are stage left arranged in a circular
fashion, completing the circle with the audience.
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FRANCESCA
(Lights rise. FRANCESCA enters, stepping out of the group of
musicians. She begins to speak, faintly and hollowly, as if
recalling a memory.)
By the time I was 10, I had heard the story so many times I could recite it by heart. We were
blessed, chosen and were a part of something special. At that age, I had no idea of what that
responsibility would entail. I listened, enraptured, to my mother told the legend to me every
night before bed.
(FRANCESCA’S voice changes timbre slightly, as she
subconsciously adapts to the familiar tones of her mother’s
voice.)
“Many, many years ago, when our men were but fishermen, our ancestor, Ludovico Farina
returned with a cloaked man from the marketplace, both were soaked to the bone and
warmed themselves by the fire. When taking off his cloak, the stranger was revealed to be his
holiness St. Paul. To thank us for our hospitality, St. Paul shared with us his greatest gift- the
power to heal the bites of venomous creatures. This power will be passed to you and to your
daughters, as it was to me, and my mother before me. Our well is blessed with the healing
water, and we are blessed with the Saint's own gifts.”
(FRANCESCA reverts to her previous tone.)
I first realized what this meant one night in June. It was a balmy night, too hot to sleep, move
or even breathe. I awoke, slick with sweat at the sound of noises coming from downstairs.
My feet found the narrow stone steps in the darkness and walked until I could see the torches
in the courtyard. From my spot on the stairway, I could see into the small antechamber
below.
(FRANCESCA’S eyes focus, as if she is looking into the
antechamber for the first time, with childlike curiosity. It is as
if she sees MARIA however, as merely a memory.)
I’ll never forget the sight. The room was lit with candles and had been cleared of furniture.
The mantle had been covered with red cloth and a crucifix placed on top, a grotesque
depiction of the dying Christ, blood dripping from his dangling limbs. Next to the crucifix
was a basket bearing the image of St. Paul with what looked like a few scattered coins inside.
I crept closer, turning the corner to see what was happening. On a white sheet in the middle
of a room was a young woman, mumbling and tossing herself around in a frenzied fashion.
(IL PERCUSSIONISTA begins to play a slow, pulsing
tarantella rhythm. MARIA suddenly stirs, beginning to exhibit
movement in first her extremities, slightly pulsing them to the
rhythm of the tambourine. Her movements develop into larger,
yet still incoherent gestures, as she throws her body around the
sheet in a convulsive manner.)
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Suddenly, music filled the room, spilling out into the courtyard. The young woman began to
react to the tarantella, her body finding rhythm with the beat of the tambourine, in tune with
the vibrations of the guitar.
(LA CHITARRISTA begins to improvise a melody to
complement the rhythm. MARIA loosely represents
FRANCESCA’s narration through her gestures, the movements
slow, fluid and at a slight delay with Francesca’s descriptions.
As FRANCESCA continues, she improvises the steps
suggested.)
As the pulse quickened she began to beat her head against the ground, quickly stopped by my
mother, aunt and sister, who encircled her and coaxed her to her knees.
(FRANCESCA approaches MARIA as if to intervene herself,
but hesitates and stops as if she can remember her family
members taking care of MARIA.)
She regained her footing and started to hop around, her feet finding the traditional steps all
Salentinians know by heart. She danced with her arms outstretched with wanton abandon,
taking her sash from her waist and stretching it between her arms as she circled and spun. I
took a few steps forward, as it looked like she was enjoying herself. I stopped abruptly as
moments later, she cried out as she twirled, "Aieeeeeee", a hollow pitiful cry.
MARIA
(MARIA emits a mournful, guttural and piteous cry, expressed
as an echo of FRANCESCA’S.)
Ahieeeeeeeeeee!
FRANCESCA
Someone began to sing:
(FRANCESCA sings.)
"Stu pettu fattu cimbalu d'amuri, Tasti li sensi mobili e accorti, Cordi li chianti, suspire e
duluri. Rosa e lu cori miu feritu a morti, Strali e lu ferru, chiai so li miei arduri. Marteddu e lu
pensieri, e la mia sorti, Mastra e la donna mia, ch'a tutti l'huri, Cantando canta leta la mia
morti."44
(Returning to speaking, excitedly and with quickening pace.)
The dancer appeared incensed by the song, and fell to her knees. She dragged herself to the
foot of the nearest musician and lay there transfixed, as if she could absorb the pulsing
rhythm from the ground itself. She pounded her fists on the dirt floor, her head bobbing and
sending her hair swinging wildly through the air, laden with sweat and tears. My mother
threw ribbons at her, yellow, then green and finally red. Her eyed grew wide and she lunged
at the red ribbon, tearing it with her teeth.
(MARIA acts increasingly animalistic, her movements
seemingly uncontrolled and spasmodic. She makes small
grunting sounds, letting her voice slip into the vocal fry
register.)
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She began to tire, her limbs slackening at her sides. Her footing wavered and she got to her
feet and started careening to the side. She fell into the outstretched arms of my mother who
forced her lips open and tricked water into her mouth,
(Chanting.)
“Santu Paulu miu de le tarante, famme na grazia a mie e a tutte quante45”
(As FRANCESCA chants, MARIA feigns vomiting, collapses
back onto the sheet.)
The women chanted quietly over her. I repeated the phrase slowly to myself, as if to commit
it to memory, not knowing how much I would need it later. I crept back up to bed, not
knowing how do interpret what I had just seen.
(FRANCESCA slowly backs up, as if leaving the memory of
that night, so many years ago.)
It wasn’t long before I was allowed me to participate. After the death of my mother, my sister
starting training me to assist with the healing ritual, helping the women of the village to rid
themselves of the venom that plagued them. The woman that I had seen that night they called
“Maria di Nardò,” what her surname was, I never knew, but she was back. In the years that
followed, there were so many, but the face that I saw in all of the dancers was always
Maria’s. Maria returned every year around the feast day to seek healing from the spider spirit
that refused to release her. None of her demands or our tactics were as involved as when we
treated Mariannna Madaro in 1728. Nicola Caputo, a doctor from Lecce was called when we
couldn’t seem to satiate the desires of her spider spirit. Caputo assisted us in affixing a rope
to the ceiling for her to clutch during dizzy spells, support her movements while dancing and
rock her, as she said, “wishing to be rocked like a baby46.”I remember wondering that day
what Maria suffered from. To this day, I wonder what combination of forces plague Maria, or
how she became such an accommodating vessel for possessing influences. For Maria, I think
it was love. Maria had a tragic past, which sadly was not uncommon among the tarantate I
treated. Maria had lost her father at an early age and lived on the begrudging benevolence of
her uncle. Maria fell in love with a young man from the village, but at his parent’s
disapproval, the young man abandoned her without looking back. Maria worked in the fields
harvesting tobacco, but her first bite came while she was looking out the window right after
the realization of her abandonment. I saw her for the first time a few nights alter. She was
just 18.
(FRANCESCA’s tone is rife with pity and remorse as she
begins to tell Maria’s tragic life story.)
I felt like I knew Maria from the stories that traveled around the village and her rituals that
took place nearly every season within our home. Maria’s episodes, her “re-bites”
corresponded with the summer season when she was first bitten, the festival of St. Paul and
her womanly cycle. Unlike most of the afflicted tarantate, Maria was solicited for marriage
as a tarantata, approached by a woman we all knew for having an invalid son who lived on
the periphery of the town in a decrepit farmhouse. Maria entertained the offer out of
desperation, still pining for her first love. She delayed the marriage out of a need to pay for
her healing and St. Paul interceded on her behalf, calling her to a mystical marriage. She
45
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eventually gave in to an earthly marriage, but St. Paul was not ready to release her. The day
after her marriage, Maria awoke, frail and troubled. On the road to return a neighbor’s iron,
both St. Paul and St. Peter appeared to her- I remember her words: “ Forget the iron and
come with us” She responded “Who will take care of my husband?” “Don’t worry about your
husband47”. Her divine intercession happened at the exact moment and on the same day,
Sunday, as when she had first been bitten.
(FRANCESCA’S body language changes, she stiffens, her
facial expression reflecting flickering thoughts of pain.)
I hope that through my recent marriage to secure the family’s claim on our land, the healing
well and the chapel of Saint Paul, we will be able to offer Maria the sacred water of our
forefathers that it might work in her and save her soul.
(FRANCESCA directly addresses the audience.)
I have called you here today to bear witness to Maria’s plight and stand with me as we fight
for her cure. Maria has sought alms and pledged tithing to the Casa San Paolo, and her
relatives are selling possessions and pledging future harvests to secure her health and safety.
These will be shared with you for your participation. Many of you have already generously
donated scarves, handkerchiefs and likenesses of our patron saint to her cause. Please gather
around in the ronda.
(MARIA is lying on the sheet, seemingly unresponsive.)
We must define the nature of her most recent bite. Maria, Mi puoi spiegare la situazione?
(MARIA does not respond verbally, but begins to move her
head in circles, gently lifting it from the sheet. Her movements
become larger, integrating her shoulders and rolling her body
from side to side. She murmurs incoherently.)
LA CHITARRISTA
Non fu taranta ne fu la tarantella, ma fu lu vino della garretella.48
FRANCESCA
You are blaming the wine instead of the spider? Musicisti, Suonate!
(LA PERCUSSIONISTA begins to play, joined by LA
CHITARRISTA, improvising. MARIA responds to the music,
moving her legs, arms, head, etc. in isolation to the rhythm.
FRANCESCA approaches MARIA, circling her and chanting,
trying to elicit a reaction from the spider possessing her.)
T’ha pizzicata
Where did it sting you?
T’ha muzzicata
It bit you
La taranta avvilinata
the poisoned tarantella
T’ha muzzicato sopra la mano:
it bit you on the hand
E la minammo luntano luntano
And we’ll chase it far, far away.

Addò t’ha pizzicata
Pozz’essere uccisa:
47
48

Where did it sting you?
So it can be killed
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E sotto alle funniedde
Di la cammisa49

under the hem
of the nightdress.
(FRANCESCA encourages the audience, the crowd assembled
in the ronda, to assist in Maria’s healing.)
Let us try and discover the persuasion of the spider! We need colors to force the spider to
reveal itself!
(The VOLUNTEER emerges from the audience and tosses red,
green, yellow and black ribbons at MARIA. MARIA crawls
across the floor on all fours, lunging at the ribbons and sifting
through the various colors. She settles upon the red ribbon,
grabbing it and savagely biting it with her teeth.)
Musicisti, La Pizzica Rossa!
SONG: Ti Pizzica mi mozzica50
(LA CHITARRISTA begins a slow, lyrical improvised guitar
introduction. He/she transitions into the chorus of the piece,
which is played four times. He/she is joined by the LA
PERCUSSIONISTA, FRANCESCA and the audience. The
song then proceeds into the verse, which is repeated four times,
after which, LA PERCUSSIONISTA and LA CHITARRISTA
stop playing. FRANCESCA sings the chorus twice a capella.
LA PERCUSSIONISTA and LA CHITARRISTA join her, as
does the audience as they all accelerando to the end of the
piece. MARIA rises from the sheet and begins to dance,
responding to the increasing tempo, spinning wildly, dancing
with her sash and the ribbons, alternating between the
traditional tarantella steps, moments of rest/falling to the
ground, demonstrations of sexualized bodily contortions and
even animalistic behavior. FRANCESCA watches MARIA at a
distance and speaks to her, hesitantly, as one would to a child.)
It is now time to address the spider herself and chase her away.
(FRANCESCA runs along the perimeter of the ronda,
gesturing for the audience to rise to their feet to join her. She
returns to MARIA to question her, falling to her knees in front
of Maria. She cues the audience to join her in, as the second
semi-chorus.)
Who bit you?
1st semi-chorus: Chine t’ha muzzicata
nd
2 semi chorus: ‘a tarantula ‘mmelenata
The poisonous tarantula
1st semi chorus: E t’ha muzzecatu le pede?
Did it bite your foot?
2nd semi chorus: E m’ha muzzecatu le pede.
It bit my foot
Chorus: Pede ccu pede se ne vene
Foot by foot it comes
Pede ccu pede se ne va
Foot by foot it goes
La signora tarantulà51
The lady tarantula.
49
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(FRANCESCA rises from her knees, extends her arms out to
the audience and declares confidently and inspiringly.)
We must use the rhythm of the tarantella to stomp the spider spirit out of Maria’s body!
(LA PERCUSSIONISTA begins to play. FRANCESCA
demonstrates the traditional step in a heavy-footed fashion,
helps MARIA to her feet and encourages the audience to join
them. FRANCESCA, MARIA and the audience repeat the
step.)
We need to increase our pace to entice the spider out!
(LA PERCUSSIONISTA increases the tempo and intensity of
the beat and all parties continue dancing until MARIA begins
to tire and her footwork starts to decline in energy and
accuracy. MARIA collapses on the bench. Unable to support
her own weight, she slides down onto the floor.)
Musicisti, un altro sogno, per favore!
SONG: Cicerenella52
(LA CHITARRISTA improvises an introduction.
FRANCESCA sings four verses of the song while circling
MARIA’s enervated body. LA PERCUSSIONISTA begins a
tambourine solo, to which MARIA immediately responds,
abruptly opening her eyes, incensed. She crawls over to LA
PERCUSSIONISTA and prostrates herself at his/her feet, as if
trying to absorb the rhythm from the ground. Seeing MARIA’S
response to the music, FRANCESCA begins to chant two
verses of text over the vamping guitar and percussion lines.
FRANCESCA begins to sing the melody on “la” and other
improvised syllables, as MARIA raises her arms and begins
swinging them over her head to the music. MARIA rises, runs
back to the sheet, grabs the pillow and places it on her head.
Balancing precariously, as if on a tightrope, she traces the
perimeter of the sheet with her footsteps. MARIA begins to
wave her arms, still balancing the pillow on her head, her
fingers extended, separated and clenched in a claw, as if to
symbolize a spider. The music increases in tempo and abruptly
halts when MARIA falls limply onto her knees, drops the
pillow, clutches her head and begins to rock back and forth.)
Ancora! It seems to be working! We need to have her finish the dance!
(FRANCESCA prompts the audience to chant.)
Balla Maria e balla forte!
Che la taranta e viva e non e morte!53
51
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(FRANCESCA approaches MARIA and gently touches her
shoulder to awaken her.)
Maria, did the saints speak to you?
MARIA
Non avete mica parlato, they haven’t spoken to me yet.
FRANCESCA
We must call upon St. Paul of the Tarantists to intercede on Maria’s behalf to save her from
this venomous creature.
Song: Santu Paulu
(LA PERCUSSIONISTA begins the piece in an improvised
fashion. FRANCESCA enters in a free meter, improvising
expressively, recalling a roughly sung chant. LA
CHITARRISTA begins the first of two ritornello-like riffs,
followed by FRANCESCA singing two verses. The second
ritornello enters followed by another two verses. The original
ritornello is played once more, followed by a tambourine cycle,
and the entrance of the voice as all accelerate to the end.
MARIA rises from the sheet and begins dancing
spasmodically, as if possessed, interpreting the tarantella step
with wanton abandon. She flings herself to the floor, arches her
back and screams.)
Let us give voice to Maria’s agony!
(FRANCESCA begins the “Aieeeee” and lament patterns and
gestures for the audience to join her. Maria responds
physically, encouraged by the audience’s empathetic
expressions.)
Let us offer her the healing water of my forefathers, blessed by the saint himself.
(FRANCESCA brings the tin pail to MARIA, gets down on her
knees and helps support MARIA’S weight. MARIA cups her
hands and drinks, convulsing, retching and finally collapsing.)
Maria, how do you feel? Stai meglio?
MARIA
(Weakly.)
Si. un po. Yes, a little.
FRANCESCA
Calmati- hai bisogno di riposo! You need to rest.
(FRANCESCA collects the pillow, gently puts it under Maria’s
head and feels her forehead. Shaking her head, she rises to her
feet, steps away from the sheet and begins to speak.
53
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I fear for Maria. They have a saying in the village, “one who has danced with spiders will
never again rest with the Lord.” While the tarantate are able to give their voices and bodies
to the service of their ailments and healing, they are lost outside the walls of the Casa di San
Paolo. The power they gain through their spider possessors is diminished in the light of day
and replaced with shame that they must wear forever.
(BLACK OUT)
(END OF SCENE)

Scene 2
(Lights come back up. FRANCESCA addresses the audience.)
The tarantella lives on through its interpretations by composers from folk traditions and
classical and operatic traditions alike. I would like to share these pieces with you so that you
may see the evolution of the tarantella, now that you understand its historical origins and
practices. I hope you will be inspired to contribute your own interpretations to the genre.
Song: La Danza (Tarantella Napoletana) from Soireés Musicales54
Ensemble: Act III, Scene 2 Coro, Tarantella from La Forza del Destino55
Ensemble: Tarantelle from 2 duets, Op. 1056

(BLACK OUT)
(END OF ACT)
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Song Texts and Translations
Stu Pettu
Stu pettu é fattu cimbalu d’amuri

The bosom has become a harpsichord of
love

Tasti li sensi mobili e accorti

The keys are sensitive and ready senses

Codri li chianti, suspire e duluri

The chords are weeping, sighs and aches

Rosa e lu cori miu feritu a morti

The sound hole is my heart mortally
wounded

Strali e lu ferru chiai so li miei aduri

The tip is iron, sorrows are my ardors

Marteddu e lu pensieri, e la mia sorti

The hammer is my thought, my fate.

Mastra e la donna mia,

My woman is the chorus-master

Ch’a tutto l’huri

Who at all hours

Cantando canta leta la mia morti

Sings, happily singing my death57
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Mi Pizzica, mi muzzica
Mi pizzica, mi muzzica,

You pinch me, you bite me

mi muzzica, a’ tarantella

you bite me, tarantella

Mi pizzica, mi muzzica

You pinch me, you bite me,

mi muzzica a tarante!

you bite me, tarantulae!

Mi pizzica, mi muzzica,

You pinch me, you bite me

mi pizzica, chi duluri!

you bite me, such sorrow!

Chiamatimi, chiamatimi,

You call me by name,

chiamatimi lu duluri!

you call me by name, sad one!

Mi pizzica, mi muzzica,

You pinch me, you bite me,

mi pizzica la manu,

you bite my hand,

chiamatimi, chiamatimi,

You call me by name,

chiamatimi ‘u sacrestanu!

you call me by name, o sacred saint!58
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Cicerenella
Cicerenella tenvea no gallo

Cicerenella had a rooster

Tutto la note nce jeva a ccavallo,

Who rode a horse all night long,

Essa nce jeva po senza la sella…

And it rode quite well…

Chista e lo gallo de Cicernella.

Cicernella’s rooster.

Cicerenella teneva no ciuccio

Cicernella had a donkey

E ll’avea fatto no bello cappuccio,

Who walked around selling cabbage
greens,

Ma no tteneva ne l’ossa e la pelle…

He sold very well…

Chisto e lo ciuccio de Cicerenella

This is the donkey of Cicernella.

Cicernella teneva na votta

Cicrenella had a cask

Metteva pe incoppa e asceca pe sotta

The wine that he poured in the top
Came out the bottom

E asceva tantu bello,

And it came out well,

Chisto e a votta di Cicernella.

This is the cask of Cicernella.
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Santu Paulu Saint Paul
Santu Paulu meu di Galatina

My Saint Paul of Galatina

Facitene la grazia stamattina

Do the grace this morning

Santu Paulu meu di li tarante

My Saint Paul of the tarante

Facitene la grazia a tutte quante

Do the grace for everyone

Addio ti pizzico la tarantella?

Where did the taranta bite you?

Sotto la putia de la unnella.

Under the hem of my skirt.

Santu Paulu meu delle tarante

Oh my Saint Paul of the tarante

Che pizzichi le caruse tutte quante

Who stings all the girls

Santu Paulu meu delle tarante

Oh my Saint Paul of the tarante

Che pizzichi le caruse

Who stings the girls

‘nmezze’all’anche

between the hips

E le fai sante

And makes them holy

Santu Paulu meu de li scorpini

Oh my Saint Paul of the scorpions

Che pizzichi li carusi int’ a i balloni59

Who stings the boys in the pants
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La Danza

The Dance

Già la luna è in mezzo al mare,

Now the moon is over the ocean

mamma mia, si salterà!

Mama mia, we will leap!

L’ora è bella per danzare,

The hour is beautiful for dancing,

chi è in amor non mancherà.

One who is in love will not miss it.

Presto in danza a tondo, a tondo,

Soon we’ll be dancing round and round,

donne mie venite qua,

My ladies, come here to me,

un garzon bello e giocondo

A handsome and playful boy

a ciascuna toccherà,

Will take a turn with anyone,

finchè in ciel brilla una stella

As long as a star sparkles in the sky

e la luna splenderà.

And the moon shines brilliantly.

Il più bel con la più bella

The most beautiful boy with the most
beautiful girl

girltutta notte danzerà.

Will dance all night.

Mamma mia, mamma mia,

Mamma mia, mamma mia,

già la luna è in mezzo al mare,

Now the moon is over the ocean,

mamma mia, mamma mia,

Mamma mia, mamma mia,

mamma mia, si salterà.

Mamma mia, we will leap.

Frinche, frinche, frinche,

faster, faster, faster,

frinche, frinche, frinche,

faster, faster, faster,
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mamma mia, si salterà.

Mamma mia, we will leap!

La la ra la ra
la ra la la ra la

Salta, salta, gira, gira,

Leaping, leaping, turning, turning,

ogni coppia a cerchio va,

Every couple have a turn,

già s’avanza, si ritira

Now advancing, now retreating

e all’assalto tornerà!

And will return to the excitement!

Serra, serra, colla bionda,

Tightly embrace the blonde,

colla bruna và quà e là

with the brunette, go here and there

colla rossa và a seconda,

with the redhead, take her lead,

colla smorta fermo sta.

with the fair one, stay still.

Viva il ballo a tondo a tondo,

long live dance, round and round,

sono un Re, sono un Pascià,

I am a king, I am a lord,

è il più bel piacer del mondo

It is the greatest pleasure in the world

la più cara voluttà.

The most sensual delight.
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Act III, Scene 2 Coro, Tarantella “Nella Guerra é la follia” from La Forza del Destino from
La Forza del Destino

Nella guerra è la follia

In war, it’s foolery

Che dee il campo rallegrar;

that must enliven the camp;

Viva, viva la pazzia

Long live craziness

Che qui sola ha da regnar!

Which alone shall reign here!

Tarantelle from Soireés Musicales
Aux cieux la lune monte et luit.

The moon rises and shines in the sky.

Il fait grand jour en plein minuit.

Transforming midnight into daylight.

Viens avec moi, me disait-elle

“Come with me,” she said to me,

Viens sur le sable grésillant,

“Come into the sand, crackling with
heat,

Où saute et glisse en frétillant

where writhing, jumps and wriggles

La tarentelle...

The tarantella…”

Sus, les danseurs! En voilà deux;

Come, dancers! Here are two;

Foule sur l'eau, foule autour d'eux;

A crowd on the water, a crowd
surrounding them;

L'homme est bien fait, la fille est belle;

The man is well-built, the girl is
beautiful;

Mais garde à vous! Sans y penser,

But watch out! Without thinking of it,

C'est jeu d'amour que de danser

It is the game of love that is danced

La tarentelle...

the tarantella
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Doux est le bruit du tambourin!

The sound of the tambourine is sweet!

si j'étais fille de marin

“If I were a daughter of the sea

Et toi pêcheur, me disait-elle

And you a fisherman,” she said to me,

Toutes les nuits joyeusement

“Every night, joyously

Nous danserions en nous aimant

We would dance and love each other
through

La tarentelle...

The tarantella”
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Classical Treatment of the Tarantella
Classical composers have harnessed the expressive power of the tarantella for use in
their compositions for several reasons. Composers such as Verdi and Rossini have used the
tarantella for purposes of setting, for capturing the flavor of Italian folk culture, a distillation
rather than a more specific cultural reference. Imbedded in this reference, however, is the
additional implication of class distinction, of the tarantella as peasant music, which is
reflected in both Rossini and Verdi’s application.
Rossini's "La Danza," also known as "Tarantella Napoletana" is one of the most oft
performed pieces in his Soirees musicales. Composed in 1835, “La Danza” transforms the
more sordid history of the tarantella into a charming and whimsical piece celebrating the
dance form. The racing tempo creates a whirlwind scene of coastal Italy and infatuation
through dance. Rossini depicts the adaptation of the tarantella into a social form, danced by a
man and woman in a festival setting or other celebratory function. It is interesting to note that
the poetry depicts the narrator as male, dancing with all the female revelers, removing the
tarantella from its historical gender associations. It is not removed from its sexual dynamic,
however, as Rossini’s treatment uses the pulsing and rapidly accelerating tarantella rhythm to
evoke images of the dancers’ movement, leaping, turning and spinning, with “la più cara
voluttà,”60 the most sensual delight.
Giuseppe Verdi incorporates the tarantella, in addition to other folk dances into his
operas in an effort to provide a context and richness to his depictions of a particular culture.
In letters to a Neopolitan friend, Cesarino de Sanctis, Verdi requests information about local
culture including feast days, dances associated with them and musical characteristics of the
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tarantella. 61 Through these correspondences it is evident that Verdi, born a middle-class
northern-Italian, did not have knowledge of southern Italian folk culture, specifically the
symbolism of the tarantella. Yet, Verdi had an interest in the authenticity of the source
material, as he rejected several pieces of so called “dance music” sent to him by de Sanctis
and de Sanctis’s publisher as he did not deem them faithful representations, as they seemed
stylized and overly ornamented.
At first glance, Verdi’s setting of the tarantella in the chorus of Act III of La Forza del
Destino could be considered frivolous as the function of the dance is revealed in the text.62
Dramatically, it also provides the impetus for Fra Melitone to deliver a sermon after being
swept up in the revelry and consequently extricating himself from the crowd. He accuses all
the dancers of blasphemy and profanity for their exuberant dancing and singing on the feast
day, suggesting that they’re celebrating the Greek god Bacchus instead of the Lord. This turn
of events suggests that perhaps Verdi’s treatment reflects an understanding of the divide
between religious and folkloristic understanding and approaches to expression and dealing
with conflict. There may well be a political message about the foolish nature of war, as Verdi
used his choruses “to provide specific social, geographical, and ethnic contexts- textual,
visual and musical- against which the leads function, and characterize directly through the
commentary.”63 The musical characteristics of the traditional pizzica tarantella remain in
Verdi’s Tarantella, as it features major/minor fluctuations, rapidly increasing tempi, 6/8
rhythm with seemingly improvisatory execution.
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The tarantella also proved to be an attractive model for Gabriel Fauré’s compositions.
Fauré’s tarantella is unique, presented in the form of a duet between soprano and mezzosoprano. The piece remains in the traditional 6/8 meter and is in F minor. The writing is
elegant and refined and perhaps a little too so, in consideration of the tarantella’s history. The
tarantella’s harmonic trajectory is unexpected, as it has constant serpentine harmonic shifts,
often from major to minor, smoothed and connected by the seemingly unending stream of
arpeggios in the piano. A more traditional feel of the tarantella is introduced towards the end
of the piece when the soprano and mezzo-soprano begin a section of ornate, seemingly
improvisatory melismatic runs that are very expressive in nature. The voices trade the motive
back and forth, as if responding to each other before uniting in harmony to finish the piece.
Tarantellas are featured prominently in the operettas of Gilbert and Sullivan as
vehicles for political messages in Utopia, Ltd, or The Flowers of Progress. An instrumental
tarantella is used in Utopia Ltd., functioning as dance music and exploited for its shock
value. The tarantella interrupts “Graceful Dance,” and is portrayed as wild and unacceptable
in polite company, highlighting the cultural differences between dance music of the western
classical canon and folk or traditional dances. The tarantella, representative of the exotic and
native, is an excellent choice for this opera, which provides a parody of European rulers
establishing colonies in foreign lands and their interactions with the native peoples.64 Gilbert
and Sullivan also reference the tarantella less directly in Iolanthe. One of the most famous
patter songs, “the nightmare song,” is in the modified form of a tarantella. Perhaps Gilbert
and Sullivan were exploiting the connection between altered states of consciousness such as
sleep and the connection between lost or unrequited love as an impetus to the development of
tarantism, or it was just a charming gimmick to facilitate the comical delivery.
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These selections offer arrangements of the tarantella that divorce it from its
origins, function and loosely interpret its symbolism. The perspective offered by the
performance and examination of tarantella repertoire from the western canon of classical
music, historically patriarchal, in contrast to that of the traditional tarantella, a musical
manifestation of female oppression is valuable. Additionally, vocal tarantella repertoire
offers opportunities for both male and female singers in various configurations of performing
forces to contribute their interpretations.
There are additional possibilities for mixed-genre performance approaches through
the integration of dramatic scenes depicting the tarantella. The tarantella’s connection to
hysteria, a manifestation of psychological malaise due to oppression is reflected in literature
as well as music. In Henry Ibsen’s play Dollhouse, a pivotal moment in Nora’s life and the
revelation of an essential truth about her character is expressed through the tarantella. The
tarantella serves a symbolic purpose in “A Doll’s House, as Nora to uses the ritualistic dance
to rid herself of her poisonous situation and as the summation of her mental and physical
anguish. In a way, however, could also be considered to be her last gesture as Torvald’s doll,
an expression of her sexuality, dancing in a sexualized manner to amuse him, her life
spinning wildly out of control with the frenzied dance. 65 In this way, that tarantella is
preserved as a mechanism for expression, a spectacle for the exhibition of the female body
and voice, subject to the purview of male observers.
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Tarantism Today: Neo-Tarantism and La Notte di Taranta
The mythology, rhythmic character and exotic nature of the tarantella have captured
the imaginations of composers, authors, dramatists and performers for centuries and continue
to do so today. The well at Casa di San Paolo was deconsecrated in 1959 and sealed for
hygienic reasons, but the legend lives on. Tarantate were observed still visiting and
performing in the chapel as well as outside of it during the festival well after De Martino’s
fieldwork concluded in 1959, as recently as 2010, as reported in Karen Ludtke’s research.
The modern festival “La Notte della Taranta,” (Night of the Tarantula) is testament to
the enduring symbolic strength of the mythical tarantula and is one of the strongest examples
of the practice of neo-tarantism. The commercial festival was founded in 1998 by the Unione
dei Comuni della Grecìa Salentina, a collective of Salentinian towns invested in the
preservation and revitalization of local folklore and the Diego Carpitella Institute, bearing the
name of the ethnomusicologist on De Martino’s field team, The festival features an
extraordinary collection of musical groups who specialize in the modern interpretations of
the, pizzica salentina through song and dance, both redefining a traditional genre and forging
a new one simultaneously.
Pizzica as a genre has been surrounded by conflict throughout its history, and La Notte
della Taranta is not exempt. A struggled ensured shortly after the festival’s inaugural year
between the academic community, who advocate for a pure performance of the pizzica
reflecting its history, and those who would like to see the art form divorced from its
associations with sufferance, shame and disease, rather reimagined as a celebration of
Salentinian culture. For his article “Tarantism and the Politics of Tradition in Contemporary
Salento,” Giovanni Pizza interviewed local folk musicians and academics alike to gain a
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perspective of the issues surrounding modern pizzica performance at the festival. He quotes
one of the most outspoken folklore conservationists from the academic community, Professor
Luigi Santero in his article for the local paper, Il Quotidiano di Lecce,
The cultural and musical groups have to stop associating themselves with
tarantism and eliminate the pizzica from their repertory. A kind of moratorium
on tarantism, since “we have to admit that playing the pizzica now is like
playing a funeral march without the corpse (...) all of this is the cultural broth of
a ruling class without culture, incapable of reading the past or designing the
future, dedicated only to dissipating scarce resources in order to go skating on
television in the company of midgets and dancing girls, marionettes, and pied
pipers on the take. The pizzica and the taranta are our last reserve of originality
and creativity, which we can neither sell nor give away. We can only offer to
those who feel the need, the conditions for creating a great invention: an area,
an event, time and spaces within which to gather up our solitude and accompany
our bodies to lie between the abyss of nonsense and the fragile and momentary
spider webs of sense, between formless chaos and metaphorical order, between
the folds of the I and the fractures of the we. An invention capable of offering a
place even to the displaced Karl of Kafka’s Amerika, who, like all of today’s
displaced people, ‘had the chance to apply for a job that did not make him feel
ashamed, on the contrary, for which he could even have been invited publicly to
apply. And the promise that he would be accepted could also have been made
publicly.’ In the meantime, the opportune thing to do is to cancel all the events
and strike all the sets, take off the masks, and tear up the costumes, but above all
to silence the pizziche and bury the tarante66
Conversely, the new generations of folk musicians and remaining artists from the folk
movement of the 1960s and 1970s resent the implication by the academic community that
they do not perform authentic pizziche reflective of their history and culture. Their main
argument is that no one can understand the pizzica better than the musicians native to the
region who have spent their lives steeped in the musical practices and oral traditions. They
are joined by many other parties in the community, particularly those with vested interests in
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tourism, who support the transformation of the pizzica in order to appeal to a younger
generation, create an interest in and consumption of traditional forms of music while
exploiting its occult-like symbolism in an attractive way.
This deliberate use of the symbolic figure of the spider and association (however
loosely) with the act of possession has rendered the event very popular and has opened the
door for creative performance approaches through the integration of modern and electronic
instruments and effects, lighting design and large scale performance venues. The
phenomenon of La Notte della Taranta provides interesting information about how new
generations interact with their history, reinterpret it and consume it, in particular, with music
associated with deviance.
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CHAPTER 3: INFORMING THE DRAMA
Tarantism can be seen as a ritualized response to profound psychological malaise,
which could only be expressed in terms accepted by society, through the ritualized evocation
and discharge of the crisis by music and dance. Or, as Claude Levi-Strauss would have it, a
‘language,’ which allows the patient to express otherwise unexpressed and inexpressible
psychic states through the efficacy of its symbols.67
Methodology: Creating the Drama
Frustrated by their situations of poverty, powerlessness and repression, the tarantate
worked out their life crises through the adoption of the symbols of tarantism and expressing
them through music and dance. This took place in several different venues, either in the
home or by journeying to the chapel of St. Paul in Galatina, achieving relief through the
hybridization of religious and pagan symbols.
The chapel of St. Paul has an interesting history, having begun as a private residence
referred to as the casa di san Paolo. As expressed in the drama, a legend surrounds the
relationship between the saints Peter and Paul and the people of Galatina, known before the
unification of Italy as San Pietro in Galatina. A report by Nicola Caputa, also mentioned in
the drama, in 1746, recounts the legend that St. Paul stopped in Galatina to visit the Catholic
faithful on his way to from Antioch to Rome, stopping to stay at the home of one of the
villagers. To express his gratitude, St. Paul blessed the landowner and the water of the
owner's well with the ability to cure the wounds inflicted by venomous creature, a healing
power revealed to the saint when he miraculously survived a viper bite after having been
shipwrecked on Malta.68 The bible verses describe the events,
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Paul gathered a pile of brushwood and, as he put it on the fire, a viper, driven out by the
heat, fastened itself on his hand. 4 When the islanders saw the snake hanging from his
hand, they said to each other, “This man must be a murderer; for though he escaped
from the sea, the goddess Justice has not allowed him to live.” 5 But Paul shook the
snake off into the fire and suffered no ill effects.69
The legend varies in its details, most likely embellished and sensationalized by the villagers
and intermingling with myth, as it is unclear as to whether the well was initially blessed by
St. Paul, or it was the spit of the landowner, “lo sputo risanatore”70 that would heal wounds,
distributed into the wells to endow it with its healing properties. The story continues that
descendants of the family, namely the sisters Farina, began performing musical exorcisms in
their home, eventually transforming the property into a small chapel surrounding the well
where the tarantate could drink, and in some cases, vomit up the water before praising St.
Paul in the chapel for healing them. 71
The Casa di San Paolo housed both the sacred and profane manifested in one hybrid
ritual, offering a venue in which the women could perform openly through ecstatic dance and
song both privately and publicly. Women would have spasmodic fits within the walls of the
chapel and in its piazza and throw themselves against the grate that housed the saint’s statue
in a grand, public and sexualized spectacle that would never be culturally or religiously
sanctioned in Galatina. The involvement of community members in the ronda, as musicians
and as spectators put the women’s bodies and their afflictions on display as they had never
been permitted social space for their voices and physical expressions of selfhood.
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A conflict arose in 1752 between Casa di San Paolo and the mother church of San
Pietro e Paolo after the property was sold to Nicola Vignola for the sum of 700 ducats.
Besides the issues with the questionable activities within the chapel, the main concern was
over the claim to monies collected during mass and for other services provided therein. It is
interesting to note that although the church did not sanction the rituals performed within the
walls of the casa di San Paolo, they were more than willing to seek a portion of the tithing or
donations collected from the tartantate and their families.
In the drama to allow the narrator, Francesca Farina, to retain her claim on the land and
well, I made the creative decision to have her marry Nicola Vignola. Vignola would have
been significantly older than Farina, but due to the stigma resulting of the nature of her
activities, Francesca would not have been very eligible herself and could have easily been
forced into marriage for financial reasons or the desire to retain her family’s land.
As Gentilcore describes, “ A resolution was found in the consecration of the chapel in
1759, which was accordance with the church’s desire to gain a stronghold on the more
“pagan” rituals that were taking place within the chapel by blanketing them under
institutional control.”72 The Catholic Church may have also objected to the power the Farina
sisters were able to gain within the community as a result of their services.
The musical pieces were selected to for the drama in an effort to lend authenticity to the
ritual, representing texts that De Martino reported witnessing during his time in the Salentine
peninsula. The musical material employed in these rituals was not always original, as popular
folk songs, funeral laments and even scared songs were appropriated, transformed and
reinterpreted with characteristic tarantella rhythms. Flexibility and improvisation was
essential, as the musicians needed to quickly adapt musical patterns to appeal to the spider.
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Accordingly, as an ensemble, we arrived at our own interpretations of traditional folk songs
for guitar, voice and percussion (the performing forces available) based on oral traditions and
the needs of our dancer, creating fermati, accelerandi and variations in timbre and delivery
such as spoken word, a capella singing for contrast, and changes in articulation. We
determining the tempi, expression markings and other musical characteristics based on my
research and our experiences during the rehearsal. The process allowed for improvisation in
each instrument and voice permitting the ritual to unfold naturally and in the manner in
which it would have been traditionally performed.
In the text of Stu Petto, the woman’s body becomes an instrument, as the tarantata
aligns her with the pulsing rhythms and melodic lines emitting from the instruments. De
Martino describes this as the “transfiguration of love’s sufferings the woman tormentor
becomes the choragus for a musical event whose instruments and their parts are the body and
soul of the tormented lover.”73 I chose to include this song, as this closely parallels Maria’s
tragic history of lost love, quite possibly the driving factor behind her need to dance. Stu
Petto is also representative of the time period in which I decided to set the drama, as it comes
from the 17th century and would have been in practice during Francesca’s time.
Santu Paulu helps to illuminate the relationship between the Catholic Church and folk
practices. The performance of Santu Paulu is a mechanism to call St. Paul to action, for the
tarantata to manifest him (often ending the choreutic cycle). Santu Paulu is both respectful
in pleading for the saint’s intercession on behalf of the tarantata and rebellious in its delivery
and integration of secular symbols, particularly as it often resulted in a hybrid-Spider-Saint
figure as the possessor. In the rituals, which De Martino observed, the tarantate would be
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asked, “did the saint speak to you?”74 and often, the Saint would answer through the
tarantata, who would literally embody this dichotomy, bridging the divide between religious
and folkloric practices at the expense of the practitioner.
The spoken phrases delivered in chant-like manner that I featured in the drama are
identical to those witnessed by De Martino in one of Maria di Nardò’s rituals. Many of the
texts employed in tarantella glorify the spider and embrace its mythology, while the mention
of an alternative minimizes the spider’s role. An example of this is the contrast between
“Balla, Maria e balla forte,” with the remark blaming wine instead of spider venom as the
causal agent.
Tarantella music functions to expel the venom from the body via perspiration from
dancing or through ecstatic music that speaks to the spider’s individual nature or spirit. Each
of these methods serves to eliminate the negative effects of possession, such as the venom,
from the tarantata, but not the mythical symbolic figure of the spider. Identification with the
spider is encouraged in the practice of the ritual and often manifested physically, as the
dancer represents the spider by crawling on all fours, exhibiting animalistic behavior,
specifically biting and as referenced in the drama, the desire to be suspended or cradled on a
rope from the ceiling. De Martino suggests that this is symbolic of the need to embody or
emulate the spider, hanging like a spider hangs from its web and swinging in the wind.75 This
further supports De Martino’s concept of grafting an expression of personal grief and
catharsis onto a well-known and stereotypical model.
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Maria di Nardò and her story present an opportunity to articulate tarantism in this light.
The tragedy in Maria’s life centered around the loss of love and frustration in love, which De
Martino expresses to be typical of many of the cases he witnessed,
…women of every stratum who were condemned by custom to a harsh regime of
erotic frustrations- young girls at puberty, widows, unhappy wives, spinsters and
withered loves- found in tarantism’s cultural order certain possibilities to release in
the symbolic production what the social pressure had confined to the menacing
enclosures of the unconscious.76
De Martino also suggests that this provides a cultural explanation for the prevalence of cases
of tarantism with female victims.
Sacred Spaces and Public Spectacles: Power, Religion and the Female Form
In his article published in the Anthropology of Consciousness, I M Lewis reinforces the
relationship between women, societal subjugation and possession. He details that in
patriarchal societies, the overwhelming prescription for possession is exorcism, as “exorcism
becomes a further implement in the control and subjugation of women.” Lewis compares the
exorcisms in Taranto, Italy to ancient practice in Japan, where spirit possession is the domain
of women; a form of power and the victim holds that power. He cites examples from The
Tale of Genji, a traditional Japanese epic from the 11th century, noting that: “Japanese
noblemen sought to control their rebellious ‘women’s weapon’ of spirit possession by
insisting on exorcism as the proper treatment.”77
Additionally, he describes possession as a form of ecstasy, often only evident in the
process of exorcism. He distinguishes between the processes of sacred versus secular
exorcisms, noting that they progressing differently: “one marking an exit, and the other the
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entrance, to the routine cult of ecstasy.”4 We can thus conclude that men inside and outside of
the church sought to control the sexuality and behavior of their women via exorcism. A
trance- like state or altered state of consciousness implies a relinquishment of control and
was often called to a “half death or little death,” which also implies the possibility of seizure,
sexual climax, or both during the ritual.
The blurring of exorcism and ecstasy is evidenced by the practices within the shrine at
the chapel of St. Paul. Tarantati frequently sought healing at these shrines, often making
pilgrimages of great distances to appeal for the Saint’s mercy. Shrine worship as a means of
exorcism is not exempt from sexual undertones, as demonstrated by the sung addressed to St.
Paul at his named chapel in Galatina that mentions the sexual organs of the pilgrims: “My St
Paul of the Tarantists who pricks the girls in their vaginas; My St. Paul of the Serpents who
pricks the boys in their testicles.”78
Shrine worship and the spiritual journeys to arrive there have long been considered
within the women’s domain. In fact, pilgrimage and shrine songs were some of the only
means for women to participate musically within the Catholic religion. During the 1700s,
women in rural Italy were illiterate, without access to education and relied upon pictorial
reliefs illustrating the biblical stories displayed in the church. There was little to no public
participation in the mass or in religious life for women outside of seeking religious orders as
a nun, which was further restricted by the sum of money a family could contribute to the
convent for the novice’s admission. Once a member of the nunnery, women had a remarkable
amount of control, having the ability to elect their own leadership in the form of the abbess
and perform roles in the community otherwise restricted to male participants.
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It can be argued that the sacred landscapes of the Mediterranean are distinctive in the
ways that they negotiate gender norms in worship practices. Anthropologists and
Ethnomusicologists Steven Feld and Keith Basso define “Senses of place” as such:
“Senses of place: the terrain covered here includes the relation of Sensation to
emplacement; the experiential and expressive ways places are known, imagined,
yearned for, held, remembered, voiced, lived, contested and struggled over; and the
multiple ways places are metonymically and metaphorically tied to identities.”79
This is relevant to divisions of public, private, sacred and profane “spaces” involved in the
practice of tarantism. A place were social identity can be seen and enacted in crisis.
According to Phillip V. Bohlman in his chapter “And She Sang a New Song,” in Tulia
Magrini’s Music and Gender: Perspectives from the Mediterranean, the shrines themselves
can be thought of as gendered. The shrine is a place where women can express themselves
and perform publicly. It represents a uniquely sacred space for women, simply by calling it
forth with song. Bohlman states, “Sacred song is a particularly resonant and powerful
medium for the processes of remixing and reconfiguring difference on the imagined and real
landscapes of the Mediterranean.”80
This phenomenon is significant in the sense that spiritual intimacy and expression of
one’s faith can serve to empower the women practitioners and blur the otherwise strict
gender roles for participation in oppressively male-controlled faith practices. The role of the
performer in my drama will be to convey the engendered nature of the sacred space through
the depiction and performance of the tarantella.
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A Cross-Mediterranean Counterpart to Tarantism: Zār Possession Cults
As the Mediterranean is a crossroads of Christianity, Islam and ancient pagan
traditions, not far across the sea in Egypt, a crossroads of religions itself, similar practices
were taking place. Among the people of Lower Egypt, the Zār possession cult has intimately
interacted with spirits for centuries, predominately comprised of women participants. Song is
essential to Zār ritual, serving to invoke spirits, placate and negotiate with the spirits and
offer praise to sprits and saints alike, not unlike the tarantella. Unlike the tarantella, however,
the Zār spirits are invited to the ritualistic gatherings, attracted by sacrifice, flattery and
bribery through various songs. In the case of the tarantate, the spirit connection is largely
viewed as an affliction, as the bite is never invited, nor is the subsequent possession.
The means by which the spirits are communicated with, however, closely mirrors the
ritual of the tarantella, as songs are chosen for their rhythmic and melodic characteristics to
attract certain spirits. As Richard Johan Natvig explains in his article, "‘I Saw the Prophet in
My Dream’: Prophet Songs from a Zār Ceremony in Lower Egypt", “The one who is
possessed by the spirit will feel a compulsion to rise and dance, or move the body, when he
or she hears the spirit’s beat.”81 This is symptomatic of the connection between possessor and
possessed opening. Zār ceremonies usually involve praise songs followed by songs of
intercession, providing the framework for placating the spirits and negotiating release from
the adverse affects of spirit possession, as many of the possessed suffer from illnesses as a
result. Zār songs are similar in structure to the tarantella, largely improvised in an attempt to
personalize the music to the spirit with many repetitions of praise, invocation and
amelioration.
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Natvig uses the term “vernacular Islam” to describe the interactions of the religion with
the Zār rites, paraphrasing Leonard Norman Primiano’s concept of ‘vernacular religion,’ “the
focus is on what people actually believe, and how they actually behave, how this is expressed
in everyday life.”82 This draws an important parallel between the relationship of Zār and
Islam and tarantism and Catholicism. In Zār ritual, integration of Islamic ideology and
practices are essential to the efficacy of the ceremony, however interpreted in popular versus
institutional fashions. In some cases, there is even crossover between spirit and saint, as the
possessing force. This mixture of religion and occult embodied in one figure closely
resembles the hybrid character of St. Paul as saint/causal agent of possession.
The female character of Umm al-Ghulam embodies a strange dichotomy of function in
Zār culture as her name was invoked in praise song along with better well-known saints, but
also subsequently addressed in ritual as a Zār spirit. This character also reflects the duality of
nature projected onto Saint Paul in tarantism, as the praise songs suggest that she is a
benevolent motherly spirit to be worshipped and yet Egyptian folk belief establishes her as a
vengeful spirit with a propensity for eating small children and devastating villages. This
duality could be reflective of the view of women within Egyptian society as a whole, viewed
as a virginal or nurturing figure or a wild, sexualized and uncontrollable force.
When possessed by the ghula, the afflicted is plagued by wild symptoms such as
thrashing and biting.83 Like the tarantate, saint possession in Zār afforded its victims a
certain authority of being able to justify the connection to religion, where otherwise, in
mainstream culture, they could be ostracized and branded with social stigma. From an
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institutional standpoint, this connection to mainstream religious beliefs also helped ground
Zār ritual within an acceptable construct.
Interaction with and possession by Zār spirit required sacrifice, although more tangible
than that required of the tarantate for the practice of their ritual. Tarantate and their families
sacrificed their financial and social standing and often, marital eligibility for their
participation. The relationship between possessor and possessed in Zār is similar to that in
tarantism, as its intimacy is likened to a marriage. This spiritual relationship had sexual
elements in tarantism, the manifestations of the possession experience mimicking or even
motivating sexual climax. In both cultures, the result of the spiritual marriage could deter
prospects or encourage actual marriages, like in the case of Maria di Nardò, whose tarantata
status attracted the attentions of an otherwise unmarriageable man.
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION
The musical form and the ritual of the pizzica tarantella has been transformed,
sometimes removed from its history and past function and yet often maintain or borrow from
traditions, as the performances combine the art forms of music and dance within a long
established framework of myth, ritual and magic, a combination with limitless possibilities.
An understanding of the history and performance practice of the tarantella can allow a
performer to transcend his/her genre and culture-specific training to arrive a nuanced and
more universally understood performance. Classically trained singers who have not been
trained in Italian folk traditions can apply knowledge of the tarentella’s origins and cultural
phenomena within their specialty to great affect. As mentioned in the addendum to the ritual,
many classical and operatic composers have been inspired by the mythology, driving
rhythms and associations with madness and wantonness the tarantella embodies.
It is impossible to fully capture the kaleidoscopically diverse and culturally rich
dimensions of the pizzica tarantella, its functionality and its practices, but the most
meaningful method is through creative performance approaches that integrate the dance and
music with ritualistic recreation reflecting the folkloric history of the cultural phenomenon.
Through the learning and sharing of oral traditions and participation in a music-dramatic
ritual it is possible to bring ethnographic data to life in unique and meaningful ways, while
also embracing the reflexive properties of drama to expose the weaknesses in methodology
or biases of ethnocentrism. Only by participating in the songs, steps and stories of the
tarantate can we truly understand the phenomenon of tarantism and ensure that the powerful
and enduring symbol of that taranta lives on.
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